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13A Tennis by SAM MAETZOLD 

It was a beautiful day at the Friendly Confines of CM. It was also competition day against our rivals Kawaga. 

The tennis competition started off with GRANT FISHER squaring off at #3 singles. It was a game of long 

rallies along with well-played points. However, Kawaga came out on top 6-3 in the end. In #1 single WILL 

FRIEDMAN played his best, but unfortunately lost 6-2. LEVI PASIKOV’s #2 single game went through a six 

set game which saw him lose out at 6-4. Over to doubles, RYAN ROSENFELD and HARRIS ‘H-bomb’ GREEN-

BAUM went through a tough set, but came up with a great 6-5 victory that pleased the home crowd. NIC 

PUJOLAS and KASE RATZLAFF communicated very well in their pairing, but unfortunately things  

didn't come out in their favor and they lost 6-4. Overall, it was a good effort by all Menominee boys that 

played tennis. Hats off to thee and keep hitting those aces!  

On This Day! 
1876 - Colorado became the 38th state to join the 

United States.   

Tomorrow's weather report 

11A Soccer by BEN APPADOO 

This was a game of emotion, intensity and late, late drama. The Green Nation, reminiscent of the  

Manchester United treble winning team of ‘99, stacked the pressure on Kawaga from the first whistle.  

Kawaga didn't have time to think as central midfielders BECKETT ‘The brick wall’ DOYLE and JACK ‘the 

showstopper’ KAPLIN enforced pressure on his opponents in midfield. As the first half progressed, CM were 

clearly the dominant team. The defensive combination of SID ‘the rock’ SINGH, ELLIOT ‘big tackle’ ZELK-

EN, JACOB ‘the lightning bolt’ SCHNEIDERLIN and MAX ‘the hunter’ BEERMANN resulted in Kawaga hav-

ing zero shots at goal in the first half. After 15 minutes a sweeping attack brought CM a corner. BRADY 

‘the force’ WEISS, who had been a threat all game, swung a glorious ball in before a Kawaga defender  

handled the ball to stop a goal. JACOB ‘crazy legs’ SMITH was brave enough to step up to take the penalty 

kick but unfortunately slipped as he hit the ball. JACOB’s brilliance was yet to come. At the half time break 

it was clear to see the Green Nation were pumped for the second half. RYDER ‘the phantom’ SPECTOR and 

SAM ‘the enforcer’ BARTH entered the field of play. For the first time in the match the CM boys were put 

under pressure. JOEY ‘the cat’ HOFFMAN was called into action and made two world class saves to keep the 

score level. As the final whistle drew closer, CM still had fight left in them. This was exemplified by GAVIN 

‘the work horse’ PICKLIN who worked hard everywhere on the pitch. With CM throwing everyone forward 

for the win, Kawaga counter-attacked. MAX BEERMANN, the remaining defender, cleared the ball up field 

to his teammates. JACOB SMITH took the ball around two defenders and selflessly passed the ball to team 

mate JACK ‘the hit-man’ CARTER who slotted the ball home into the net. With the last kick of the game the 

CM boys had won it 1-0! JACK CARTER the hero in a great performance by all. 

Sunshine with thunderstorms through-

out the day. 75˚ 

GRANT FISHER serving the ball The boys ready for action 
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A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT: 

“YOU HAVE TO EXPECT THINGS OF YOURSELF BEFORE YOU CAN DO THEM.” 

            Michael Jordan 

16A Softball by JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN  

It was a matter of who wanted it more; who had the most heart and who was the most determined. The 16A 

took what was theirs, scoring two in the top of the first to get the game going. BRETT WEISS started the day 

off batting first and getting on base after hitting a ground ball past short-stop. The game was on. Back and 

fourth we went with both teams putting up runs until NOAH LAZARUS hit a three run home run to help CM 

pull away in the lead. CHARLIE KANTER did a stellar job at short-stop to help us stay in the lead. As the game 

went on there was a close play at the plate with DANIEL DRISCOLL playing catcher. The game was tied at 8-8 

going into the top of the 7th inning. BRANDON PTASZNIK got onto base before KYLE GOLDMAN moved him 

over to two. Then a ground ball was hit meaning BRANDON moved around to three and then he scored!!! CM 

hold Kawaga in the bottom of the 7th to win 9-8 in an amazing game. Myself and coach JEREMY  

KOHLENBRENER couldn't be more proud of the boys. They definitely wanted it more!  

16A & B Volleyball by JUNTIN SCHOENEMAN 

Having fun isn't just winning; having fun isn't just celebrating; having fun is working with four teammates to 

reach one goal. Having fun is smiling and laughing with four best friends and being happy because you go to the 

best camp in the Northwoods. The 16A and 16B volleyball team had lots of fun; it’s as simple as that. On the 

sand court by Sand Lake the 16B team started it off strong, taking the first game and winning it by 10 points. 

DANIEL DRISCOLL and MAX PTASZNIK were constant threats to Kawaga, getting the ball over the net  

frequently. After losing game 2, the 16B bombers weren't going to lose game 3. CIT’s TOMMY BLASBERG and 

CHARLIE KANTER were leaders on the sand making sure the team kept their cool and took home the win. On 

16A it was a slow start by the men in green. After losing game one, we definitely needed to start having fun. 

The teamwork of BRETT WEISS and JULIAN GANCMAN accounted for 13 points alone. NOAH LAZARUS and 

BRANDON PTASZNIK were the big men in the middle and dominated the game. The boys went on to command a 

CM victory. 16A and 16B volleyball both took the win and had fun while doing it! 

16B Soccer by LIAM WELSH-O’HARE 

The day finally came when Menominee would take on Kawaga, playing the 

beautiful game, soccer. Menominee kicked off the competition bright 

and early at 10am with 16B soccer away at camp Kawaga on their fields. 

Opting for a 4-1-3-2 formation, Menominee went on the attack from the 

first whistle. There weren't many opportunities to score as the CM boys 

couldn't break through the solid Kawaga defense. After an uneventful 

first half, Kawaga went straight on the offense early in the second half 

scoring two quick-fire goals past BRANDON PTASZNIK despite his best 

efforts to save them. TOMMY BLASBERG rallied the troops and inspired the come-back. The boys managed to 

score three consecutive goals thanks to AIDEN BRAMWIT and JACKSON WEIL. JONNY BLOOM, BENJIE 

SOREN and JOSH GOODMAN tried their best to fend off multiple attacks from Kawaga but they managed to 

get through after some questionable decisions making it 6-3 to Kawaga. Thanks to JAKE HERMAN’s blistering 

pace on the wing we scored a fourth but sadly this was only a consolation goal and we lost the match 6-4.   

The 16B boys practicing before the game 

13C Soccer by COREY NEWHAM 

“GAME DAY BOYS, GAME DAY” was the morning call by myself. The 13C boys took to the field not really 

knowing much about the sport. It was a very hot afternoon and some of the boys had just finished an epic 

game of hockey. The boys got the game under way and listened to instructions well. JACK AMROL starred in 

his midfield role, netting two goals either side of half time. CHRIS MCCULLOUGH was very unlucky not to 

score from a 40-yard free kick that smashed back off the crossbar in the second half. JAKE HOLECECK 

proved very useful in defense making a number of great tackles. Lucky canteen number 127. The boys showed 

great team work and the true Menominee way. The 2-0 victory was a great reflection of the game that the 

Menominee men dominated from start to finish.  


